National Coalition Against Naked Shorting - Failing to Deliver Securities

Nancy M. Morris, Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549-0609

September 30, 2006

RE : Amendments to REG SHO Release No.: 34-54154, File No.: S7-12-06

Ladies and Gentlemen:
Thank you for providing an opportunity for concerned investors to comment on the
proposed amendments for Regulation SHO. This amended comment letter has been
signed by over 1000 concerned investors, all of whom endorse its contents and wish to be
on the record as having lent their support to its message.
NCANS – Who We Are
NCANS is a grassroots organization born of necessity. We are supported by and
composed of investors on the receiving end of the negative consequences of naked short
selling, long-term unsettled trades, and failed securities entitlements.
In addition to investors and participants, our members include corporate executives
concerned about the deleterious effect these practices have on their companies,
employees and investors, and their negative impact on corporate governance issues like
shareholder votes.
We endorse Section 9 of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act, which makes it unlawful to
effect any securities transaction which involves no change in beneficial ownership, and
Section 17A, which stresses the need for the linking of all clearance and settlement
facilities, and stipulates the prompt clearance and settlement of securities transactions,
including the transfer of record ownership. We further endorse U.C.C. Article 8, which
requires that security entitlements be supported by bona fide securities on a one-for-one
basis, for as long as the security entitlement is held - a prudent and common-sense
requirement to prevent abuse at the security entitlement level. And we particularly
appreciate Section 36 of the 1934 Act, which allows the SEC to create exemptions to the
1934 Act, “…to the extent that such exemption is necessary or appropriate in the public
interest, and is consistent with the protection of investors…” (emphasis added).
NCANS’ position is that Reg SHO in its current form fails to satisfy the essential
requirements described in those sections and articles, and therefore fails to have due
regard for the public interest, the protection of investors, the safeguarding of securities

and funds, and the maintenance of fair competition among brokers and dealers, clearing
agencies, and transfer agents.
Scope of the Problem
Between 700 Million and 1.5 Billion (known via in-clearing data from the DTCC,
obtained through Freedom of Information Act requests) undelivered equity securities are
outstanding on any given day in the U.S. equities markets, not including “ex-clearing”
failures. This is the minimum (and likely substantially low) number, given that
Continuous Net Settlement (CNS) netting eliminates the need for settlement in the vast
majority of transactions. Those are a lot of undelivered securities - for which investors
have paid, and commissions and fees have been collected.
Data from a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for the total number of failed
deliveries on the NYSE shows that on Reg SHO’s commencement date, January 03,
2005, there were 65 million shares of failed deliveries in NYSE issues, with a total of 552
total issues with greater than 10 thousand delivery failures. On the last date for which
data was provided, May 31, 2006, there were 65 million shares of failed deliveries in
NYSE issues, and there were 590 total issues with over 10 thousand delivery failures.
During the period that Reg SHO was in effect, the number of issues hit a high of 929 total
issues with over 10 thousand delivery failures (on June 22, 2005), with a peak of 172
million failed trades (January 31, 2006), and lower peaks of 134 million shares of failed
deliveries (November 16, 2005), and 91 million shares (May 4, 2005).
Simply put, Reg SHO has had no appreciable result in limiting either the number of failed
deliveries, nor the number of issues affected, judging by the NYSE data - in fact, the
number of issues has increased, while the sheer number of delivery failures has fluctuated
both lower and dramatically higher, ending at the same number as when the rule went
into effect. This document’s Exhibit "B" contains the summary of the raw data, while
Exhibit “C” displays the information in chart form. The data clearly shows that REG
SHO has had no effect on improving delivery failures in NYSE issues, nor the number of
total issues with greater than 10 thousand delivery failures. The following link contains
the same data for the OTCBB, where the number of delivery failures actually increased
by the end of the reporting period, from 585 million shares at the commencement of Reg
SHO, to 679 million on May 31, 2006. It can be viewed at TheSanityCheck.com, under
the FOIA section, final entry.
This data suggests that Reg SHO has failed in its essential purpose. The DTCC and
SEC’s lopsided representations resulting from careful data mining and filtering aside, the
delivery failure problem at the end of the provided data period is as bad as on Reg SHO’s
start date, and the number of total issues has grown.
The SEC’s proposals represent fine-tuning of this largely ineffective rule, in an effort to
introduce improvement in its efficacy – yet analysis of the last round of rulemaking
reveals a marked inability to craft reforms that will protect investors, or limit participant
misconduct. This document will discuss what the deficiencies in the current rule are, and
propose concrete steps the SEC needs to take in order to eliminate the delivery failure
problem for good.

For the sake of market integrity, investor protection, and the reputation of U.S. markets,
SEC rules need to align with the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, the 1934
Securities Exchange Act, U.C.C. Article 8, state securities laws, and international
securities exchange standards. We believe the U.S. equities markets cannot function
properly unless the SEC’s rules are consistent with their fundamental principles: namely,
for the prompt delivery of genuine securities in all cases; for even application of rules
and law across all investor and participant types; for a one-for-one ratio of genuine
securities to securities entitlements; for transparency; and for meaningful penalties when
violations occur.
The SEC must stop allowing one subset of investors/participants to profit at the expense
of others. Example: Derivatives (options) market makers lay off their hedging expense
and risk exposure on the equities markets by failing to deliver equity securities in “put”
option hedging scenarios. This benefits the derivatives market and its participants, at the
expense of equity investors and issuers. Derivatives market liquidity cannot be supplied
via delivery failures (and resultant investor harm) in the equities market. This abuse of
one class of investors for the benefit of derivatives market participants must end.
Nowhere is the SEC empowered to favor one business or market’s interests at the
expense of the investing public.
The theme that runs through this comment letter is that the SEC must hold investor
protection, transparency, and the operation of a fair and equitable market system, above
the interests of market participants. Those interests include liquidity at the cost of market
integrity, opacity rather than transparency, and exemptions from rules designed to protect
investors.
We believe delivery failures will continue harming investors until the SEC takes
comprehensive and decisive action, and implements basic market principles comprised of
universal locate and universal delivery requirements, in tandem with universal buy-in
requirements - without exemptions for any class of participants.
In addition to equity securities, Reg SHO and these universal requirements should also
cover security entitlements, ensuring prompt delivery of genuine securities for all
credited security entitlements. Otherwise, Reg SHO and any amendments will be easily
circumvented by effecting naked short sales using failed security entitlements – crediting
customer accounts with security entitlements for which no bona fide securities exist, and
failing to cancel those entitlements when the underlying securities fail to materialize.
While the SEC and the DTCC argue that the scope of the delivery failure problem is
inconsequential, they do so in oblique, statistical terms; as percentages of all trades, or
number of transactions, or mark-to-market value of only post-CNS-netting “in-system”
delivery failures (omitting “ex-clearing” failures as outside of the regulatory and
reporting framework), rather than in a straight-forward manner that would allow
verification and significant analysis. The SEC has often taken the position that
meaningful reporting of delivery failures to investors and issuers would violate “trade
secrets” or “proprietary trading strategies” – again holding the interests of certain
participants as superior to those of investors. In the SEC’s request for comments, it
indicates that any response to its questions about delivery failures should contain data to
substantiate proposals – ignoring that the DTCC and the SEC make virtually no

meaningful data available. There is a spectacular opacity to the workings of the clearing
and settlement system, and that lack of transparency benefits nobody but those abusing
the system. The latest FOIA data on the NYSE delivery failures is a case in point – absent
that information, the SEC’s claims that Reg SHO has been effective are credible. That
turns out to be a false credibility, which collapses once data is available.
The lack of material reporting must end, and investors and issuers must be able to get
timely, current data on short selling and delivery failures – or the regulatory bodies are
shielding participants at the expense of investors and issuers.
The equities markets can no longer tolerate large numbers of delivery failures, nor
failures to obtain securities for security entitlements credited to investor accounts. The
double standard for participants and market makers has resulted in a growing tide of
resentment among issuers and investors, and the aforementioned inequities are
denigrating the reputation of the system. With U.S. markets slipping from 48% to 41% of
total investor world capital, and the reduction of IPO activity in the U.S. (as issuers seek
more hospitable venues for their public debuts), NCANS believes the slide will accelerate
as the U.S. market reputation weakens, and the delivery failure issue gains visibility.
As an interesting historical footnote, when one looks up the history of the NYSE, the
chronology reads, “February 1, 1832 – Buying in for non-delivery authorized.” The
concept that delivery failures can’t be tolerated in a fair market, and must be made good
via buy-ins, is nothing new. 175 years ago the exchange and participants knew this
essential and obvious truth. It is therefore troubling to NCANS’ members that a
discussion about prompt delivery rules is taking place in 2006, and amendments to
delivery rules are being contemplated that still contain exemptions for certain classes of
participants, as well as lack any concrete requirement to buy-in failed deliveries.
NCANS Not Anti-Short Selling
To be clear, NCANS is not against short selling, as we believe that short selling can be a
beneficial investment strategy, and can enhance investor returns. Neither is NCANS
against short-term delivery failures resulting from lost certificates, or mundane and
reasonable occurrences. NCANS is against the practice of offering a product for sale,
taking investors’ money, and refusing to deliver the product sold in anything approaching
a prompt manner – i.e., failure to deliver as a trading strategy.
It is against this manipulative and predatory practice that NCANS has marshaled its
efforts, and it is this destructive practice that we believe the SEC should eliminate from
our market system.
How Much Fraud For Liquidity?
The SEC’s concern with liquidity should not lead it to conclude that liquidity requires
exempted delivery failures, and certainly not by having one market (derivatives)
dependent on delivery failures in another market (equities). Aside from the obvious
damage to investors and issuers unchecked delivery failures cause, the folly in this
assumption can be demonstrated by studying foreign derivatives, options, futures and
equities markets that all work harmoniously without permitting wholesale delivery

failures in their equities markets. The Tokyo, Frankfurt, London, Australian and Euronext
exchanges have strict delivery requirements in one form or another, across all their
markets. This alone is compelling evidence that delivery failures are not necessary for the
liquidity, efficient functioning, or competitiveness of market systems.
Exemptions to strict locate and delivery requirements in the equities markets are really
just rank favoritism for one class of participant over all others. This is the definition of
inequity, and of failing to protect investors so that some participants can enjoy more
lucrative trading. NCANS believes that U.S. equity markets can provide sufficient
liquidity without delivery failures, and further formally states that this inequity must be
corrected or the integrity of the markets remains compromised. Our position is that
allowing delivery failures to accommodate market participant liquidity and business
profitability concerns is not consistent with the protection of investors, or necessary or
appropriate in the public interest – it is merely in the interest of the participants, who
enjoy a resultant unfair advantage over investors.
Finally, NCANS believes that the basic functions of the securities markets should be
structured in an automatically self-enforcing and self-correcting way, rarely requiring
penalties or the intervention of the SEC.
For all of the above reasons, NCANS respectfully submits the following specific
recommendations that go beyond the SEC’s proposed amendments – in the interests of
making the markets fair and safe for all participants, issuers and investors alike.

Comments and Recommendations

1. Proposed Amendment to Rule 203(b)(3)(i ) - Elimination of the Grandfather
Exemption
Without the elimination of the grandfather clause, equity security investors will remain
harmed indefinitely. The securities markets will also never be at a point of equilibrium, as
determined by true demand/supply. Any market in a particular security with any amount
of outstanding delivery failures will have the price artificially depressed as long as the
grandfather exemption is in place. Therefore, the grandfather exemption in Reg SHO
must be eliminated immediately. Nobody should be exempt, including the options market
makers.
With the highly visible public discussion, notices, and implementation dates publicized in
advance, 35 calendar days to close out the fails covered in the grandfather clause is more
than sufficient notice.
Nobody forced market participants to create long-term delivery failures, and nobody
profited more from the practice than the failing participants. If there are participants with
open fail positions who refuse to deliver what they sold, relying on the grandfather
exemption (in some cases for years) to shield them from delivery requirements, then there
will be some financial hardship associated with abiding by delivery rules. That is

unavoidable. However, the SEC didn’t advise them to refuse to deliver; thus, it should
not be the SEC’s job to favor this delivery refusal with any further exemptions. Any
financial discomfort arising from covering long term delivery failures is a necessary
disincentive, if the markets are to have any sort of discipline. The grandfather clause
rewards delivery failure by shielding those refusing to deliver securities from the natural
financial consequences of their actions, creating an incentive for long term failure. This is
not in the public interest, nor in the interest of investor protection.
In any case, market participants and the DTCC have stated repeatedly that delivery
failures are a small problem. If this is true, then mandating the delivery of all
grandfathered delivery failures and eliminating the exemption from Reg SHO will only
have a minimal impact; thus, volatility concerns shouldn’t be an issue.
Eliminating long term delivery failures is a mandatory step in curbing abuse. Investors
must have confidence that the pricing of securities represents legitimate supply and
demand, without an artificial supply of undeliverable and non-existent securities or
security entitlements having an undisclosed, unknown and wholly artificial depressive
impact on their investments.
The first step in that direction is to close out old unsettled trades.

2. Proposed Amendment to Rule 203(b)(3)(ii) – Limiting the Options Market Maker
Exemption
It is significant that the SEC now recognizes the harm that investors suffer at the hands of
options market makers, when those market makers fail to deliver equity securities (at no
cost to themselves) and then keep unsettled trades open indefinitely. This is not only a
harmful practice, but a totally unnecessary one. In the derivatives markets, options
market makers can make markets, provide liquidity, and hedge their options adequately
without delivery failures in the equity markets. There is additional expense to do so, but
why should equity investors underwrite that expense, as is the current practice?
Shortening the duration of the options market maker exemption, as in the proposed
amendment to Rule 203(b)(3)(ii), which requires close-out of delivery failures to the later
of 13 consecutive settlement days from the date on which the security becomes a
“threshold security,” or the options position expires or is liquidated – is not enough.
As proposed, the market maker exemption would not stop delivery failures from
recurring, nor stop securities from becoming threshold securities, because options market
makers could still continue delivery failures in non-threshold securities.
A working paper by the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and the
University of Northern Carolina (March 01, 2003), cited by the SEC, concludes that the
options market maker exemption likely creates significant profits for the market makers.
As stated previously, this is a windfall for the derivatives markets and options market
makers at the expense of equity security investors.

Naked short selling transfers the risk exposure and the hedging expense of the derivatives
market makers onto the backs of equity investors, without any corresponding benefit to
them. This is fundamentally unfair, and must stop. Options market makers must price in
risk exposure without any free subsidies from equity securities investors. Derivatives
market liquidity generated at the expense of equity investors is inequitable, and benefits
only the participants; therefore, the options market maker exemption is not in the public
interest – as required for any exemption, per Section 36 of the 1934 Act.
Options market makers, in the Susquehanna letter, have stated that they hedge in a
“market-neutral” way. But the market makers are not limiting their liquidity to achieve a
put/call balance in any security, so there is no guarantee of hedging neutrality in any
particular security. In fact, the industry comment letter from the various exchanges states
the opposite: “In our experience, while most options market makers try to achieve a
market neutral position by the end of each trading day, they may not be ’flat’ in the sense
of having no long or short positions or an equal number of long and short positions.”
It’s precisely in the heavily-shorted securities and threshold securities that we see more
put options than call options written and traded, and consequently more delivery failures
by the options market makers. Equity market-neutral hedging can never be assured. In
fact, this exemption can be exploited to manipulate prices downward, by manipulators
buying large numbers of put options in already heavily-shorted securities. There is
nothing to prevent unscrupulous speculators from creating a spurious float of naked short
shares via complicit options market makers, who are free to sell large numbers of put
options, while offsetting the sale by buying call options from the speculator at favorable
pricing; thereby de facto “renting” their exemption to the speculator - selling him naked
short shares to dump into the market, and pocketing the difference between the put price
and the call price. NCANS believes that a number of the longtime SHO list securities are
victimized by this practice.
As long as the exemption from prompt delivery rules exists for options market makers,
the derivatives markets will be a favored arena for market-manipulation-minded
speculators to create specious liquidity via abuse of the exemption.
NCANS recommends the complete elimination of the market maker exemption.
For these reasons, NCANS is recommending the SEC eliminate the market maker
exemption in Rule 203 of Reg SHO completely, and require a pre-borrow on the part of
all market makers and specialists.
Effects of a pre-borrow requirement on options market makers
The only negative consequences for the derivatives markets would be higher hedging
expenses for options market makers, in the form of borrow fees. But this is to be expected
when something goes from virtually free, to not free. The only thing that will change is
that options costs will be more closely linked to actual supply of securities, predictably
increasing costs for more scarce issues – as one would expect in a fair and equitable
market. It is only due to the hidden subsidy provided at the expense of equity investors
that liquidity and costs in SHO list securities options are artificially liberal. The increase
in friction for the options market makers is merely the termination of the subsidy, and the
cost absorbed where it belongs – with the market makers, and the options speculators.

NCANS believes that the increase in borrow fees would not be exorbitant, as most equity
securities are not Reg SHO threshold securities, and so have plentiful availability to
borrow at low cost. This means liquidity in put options and other derivatives should not
see any significant impact in liquidity or pricing.
Options market makers are not expected to greet this idea with enthusiasm, just as any
recipient of subsidies doesn’t want to see their unfair advantage come to an end. While
that is unfortunate for the highly lucrative options market making industry, NCANS sees
no reason for equity investors to continue subsidizing this industry at equity investor
expense. If writing options for equity securities with a scarce borrow isn’t as lucrative a
windfall business for the market makers, that is what a fair market looks like.
Effects of a pre-borrow requirement on specialists and equity market makers
Equity market makers and NYSE specialists have argued a need for exemptions to locate
and delivery rules to maintain liquidity and market making activity. We disagree. Here
again, we have one group benefiting at the expense of another. Liquidity in equities and
market making would still function well without exemptions for these market
participants, albeit not as outlandishly profitably.
One simple solution is to enter into contracts to pre-borrow, or reserve, securities from
lenders who decrement their pool, and then borrow as-needed for short durations. This
way, large blocks could be filled instantly and borrow fees would be limited, driven by
fair supply and demand. But even without this, liquidity could be maintained, as there are
always legitimate buyers and sellers – albeit at higher prices if demand exceeds supply.
Again, that is a fair auction market at work. Bona fide market making typically involves
buying and selling in a manner where delivery failures are short-term in duration. If a
market maker is failing for long periods, that isn’t bona fide market making – it’s
something else, and shouldn’t be encouraged by allowing delivery failures in excess of
what investors and other participants are allowed.
Under no circumstances should liquidity be created due to delivery failures extending
past T +3. Market makers need to earn their money by filling large orders quickly with
real securities, by finding buyers or sellers in legitimate ways (raising the price to where
holders are willing to sell, or lowering the price to where buyers are willing to buy); not
by artificially managing the price of securities for long intervals using delivery failures.
That’s not bona fide market making, although you will get no argument from NCANS
that it is undeniably lucrative in the current regulatory environment.

Specific consequences of eliminating the market maker exemption

1) Reduce the negative impact on the price of securities
If options market makers are stopped from using delivery failures as a hedging
strategy, and required to pre-borrow, the negative impact on the price of equity
securities due to hedging put options would be limited. The downward pressure
an options market maker could exert on security prices by hedging put options via
delivery failures would be eliminated.

2) Reduce downward manipulation schemes via the options market maker’s delivery
failures
Exerting downward pressure on the price of a security by manipulative
speculators buying large numbers of inexpensive put options is a real danger for
SHO list issues. There is abundant evidence in the put/call levels of SHO list
companies to indicate manipulative exploitation of the options market maker
exemption, resulting in further downward pressure on the price of alreadydepressed securities. Whether via straightforward bulk buys of put options
(exploiting the disconnect between actual supply of the underlying equity to
hedge with and the pricing of the put options, due to the hidden equity investor
subsidy) or via more elaborate arbitrage of put/call transactions (wherein the
market maker pockets a fixed spread between the two options, and the speculator
gets a supply of naked short shares to sell into the market), the clear intent is to
depress the price of the underlying equity via the creation of artificial supply.
Oftentimes, manipulators know they will make money from these schemes
because they are buying put options to improve the profitability of their short
positions, relying on the fact that the security will be short sold by the options
market maker, regardless of the options market maker’s ability to borrow or
deliver; resulting in further price depression and creating windfall profits for the
manipulators. Alternatively, manipulators with large pre-existing short positions
can use these schemes to keep a security’s price depressed virtually indefinitely,
enabling them access to the funds that are credited to them from the difference
between the current mark-to-market price, and the prices at which their positions
were taken. Whatever the manipulative strategy, it is obvious from the derivatives
action in many longtime SHO threshold list issues that the options market maker
exemption is a windfall for savvy manipulators.
The delivery failure exemption for options market makers results in a system
favoring the business interests of the options market makers and their more
aggressively manipulative speculator clients over the interests of investors. It is an
inequity that cannot stand in a fair and balanced market.

3) Increase borrow fees paid to securities owners
If the market maker exemption is eliminated, market makers would be required to
borrow securities, just like all other participants/investors wishing to make a short
sale. This would create an opportunity for investors to receive compensation for
lending their securities. The securities lending industry is growing by leaps and
bounds, and its foundation is the concept of receiving pay for lending securities. If
any parties, including options market makers, are permitted delivery failures as
part of their business strategy, this undercuts not only the price of the securities,
but also the right of securities owners to derive earnings from lending activity.
Delivery failures disrupt market making in the securities lending industry, and
deprives equity security owners of income by diluting the value of lending.

4) Stopping one group of investors from profiting at the expense of another
All risk exposure and hedging expense of options and derivatives would be paid
by the market makers and derivatives markets speculators, and not by
unsuspecting equity investors.

5) Increased price stability for equity securities
An added benefit would be greater price stability for equity securities, by
eliminating oversupply due to delivery failures at the onset of options hedging,
and then excess demand when the failed delivery positions are closed out. This
seesaw volatility would be all but eliminated – especially important given the
SEC’s stated goal of reducing or eliminating volatility.
Additionally, the likelihood of any securities becoming threshold securities would
be vastly reduced if all market makers were prohibited from engaging in delivery
failures, and required to pre-borrow.

6) Maintain predictability for options market makers
The SEC granted the market maker exemption in Rule 203 partly on the grounds
that options market makers would have to assess the probability that a security
could become a threshold security in the future, and thus be forced to unwind
hedges previously opened, adding risk for the options market maker. The SEC
quotes comments in a letter from Susquehanna.
However, this is only true if the hedges were created via delivery failures. If
options market makers did not fail to deliver, but instead hedged via borrowed
shares, this concern would vanish. Options market makers would never have to
unwind hedges prematurely if they short sold with pre-borrowed securities for the
duration of the options being hedged. Eliminating the options market maker’s
authority to naked short sell and instead requiring a pre-borrow would have the
added benefit of reducing risk exposure, by making the hedging expense
predictable and stable over the life of a particular option or trade. This eliminates
the concern of having to unwind any hedges before the expiration of options due
to a security becoming a threshold security. Bluntly, the market maker exemption
is not necessary on the grounds mentioned in the Susquehanna letter, as quoted by
the SEC.

7) Strengthening the hedging and securities lending industry
Options market makers can hedge their risk exposure in several ways. The
securities lending industry would be delighted to accommodate any securities
borrowing needed by options market makers. Since most securities are not
threshold securities, the majority of securities can be easily borrowed at relatively
low cost. In hard-to-borrow securities, liquidity is there, so long as the borrower is
willing to pay higher fees. That’s how fair markets are made – scarcer
commodities carry higher costs.

Further recommendations beyond the SEC’s proposed amendments
1. Implement a universal delivery rule
The SEC cannot effectively deal with delivery failures by creating locate requirements. A
market participant can locate all the securities in the world and still fail to deliver. The
SEC must specifically address delivery obligations, as this is the root issue. Simply
stated, locate requirements do not ensure delivery. The void left in the SEC’s regulatory
scheme relating to delivery rules must be rectified to be consistent with the 1934
Securities Exchange Act’s requirement for prompt delivery. And it would be beneficial if
the SEC codified the treatment of security entitlements to be consistent with U.C.C
Article 8, wherein securities must be maintained on a one-for-one basis for security
entitlements.
As previously discussed, the SEC was created via the 1934 Securities Exchange Act,
which explicitly defines a securities transaction as one that effects a transfer of record
ownership, and requires prompt settlement. U.C.C Article 8 also requires brokers to
promptly obtain and maintain securities for any security entitlements they credit
accounts. This is simplicity itself, and is basic to any transaction involving an exchange
of cash for goods. Buyer pays, seller delivers. The 1934 Act concurs:

Section 17A of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act
The Congress finds that,
The prompt and accurate clearance and settlement of securities transactions,
including the transfer of record ownership and the safeguarding of securities and
funds related thereto, are necessary for the protection of investors and persons
facilitating transactions by and acting on behalf of investors.
Section 17A of the 1934 Act leaves no room for delivery exemptions. Section 36 of the
Act only allows the SEC to create exemptions, “…to the extent that such exemption is
necessary or appropriate in the public interest, and is consistent with the protection of
investors…” We recommend that the SEC implement a universal delivery requirement
in the Reg SHO amendment to comply with the Act, and put an end to delivery
exemptions that are in conflict with investor protection.
This is no different from what the major security exchanges around the world already
require and enforce. The LSE in London, Frankfurt Stock Exchange in Germany,
Euronext across Europe, TSE in Japan, ASX in Australia…are just a few of the many
exchanges across the world that function well with strict delivery requirements.
Any market participants that argue that strict delivery requirements are somehow
dangerous to the markets, or liquidity, or investors, will have to explain how many large
markets around the world manage just fine with strict delivery requirements, and buy-in
requirements, and stringent penalties for delivery failures. As with many of the liquidity
and exemption arguments, these are really disguised appeals for preferential treatment for

one class of market participants at the expense of others, using a “greater good” theory
that is provably refuted by the aforementioned international examples.
The 1934 Securities Exchange Act, and the securities laws of practically all 50 States are
aligned with current international exchange rules. There is no defensible reason for the
U.S. equities markets to have delivery requirements that are riddled with exemptions. No
good is served by that state of affairs, and considerable harm is created, damaging
investors, issuers, and indeed, the integrity of the market system. Congress already came
to that conclusion in 1934. We urge the SEC to abide by their wise counsel, and to
implement a no-exemption universal delivery requirement.
2. Implement a universal pre-borrow requirement for all short sales
Locate requirements should be just as simple and consistent as delivery requirements.
NCANS recommends a universal pre-borrow to satisfy locate requirements for all short
sales.
The borrow contract should always assure delivery in time to meet the delivery obligation
of the executing short selling broker-dealer.
3. Implement a universal locate requirement
Along with the universal pre-borrow requirement for short sales, all other sales
transactions must have properly located securities before the sale can be executed.
4. Implement buy-in and cancellation requirements
Currently, U.S. security equities markets do not assure investors they will receive rights
to securities within the contracted time frame, nor are investors assured that they will
receive all their money back when a trade fails. This is because the SEC has failed to link
clearing and settlement, in violation of common sense, good business practices, and
Section 17A of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act.
This is in stark contrast to foreign equity markets, and just about every other market in
the world. It is also in stark contrast to the findings of Congress, and their direction to the
SEC. Again, Section 17A of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act is explicit:

1934 Securities Exchange Act Section 17A

• The Congress finds that-A. The prompt and accurate clearance and settlement of securities transactions,
including the transfer of record ownership and the safeguarding of securities and
funds related thereto, are necessary for the protection of investors and persons
facilitating transactions by and acting on behalf of investors.
B. Inefficient procedures for clearance and settlement impose unnecessary costs on
investors and persons facilitating transactions by and acting on behalf of
investors.

C. New data processing and communications techniques create the opportunity for
more efficient, effective, and safe procedures for clearance and settlement.
D. The linking of all clearance and settlement facilities and the development of
uniform standards and procedures for clearance and settlement will reduce
unnecessary costs and increase the protection of investors and persons
facilitating transactions by and acting on behalf of investors.

•
A. The Commission is directed, therefore, having due regard for the public interest,
the protection of investors, the safeguarding of securities and funds, and
maintenance of fair competition among brokers and dealers, clearing agencies,
and transfer agents, to use its authority under this title-i. to facilitate the establishment of a national system for the prompt and
accurate clearance and settlement of transactions in securities (other than
exempted securities); and
ii. to facilitate the establishment of linked or coordinated facilities for
clearance and settlement of transactions in securities, securities options,
contracts of sale for future delivery and options thereon, and commodity
options; (emphasis added).

NCANS agrees with the findings of Congress as expressed in Section 17A of the 1934
Securities Exchange Act. It makes perfect sense. Clearance and settlement must be
linked. A transaction can only be concluded once money and securities have traded
hands, including transfer of record ownership. Straightforward, if the clearing and
settlement occurred in a manner where clearance occurred concurrent with settlement;
i.e., funds were only debited from the buyer’s account and transferred to the seller when
good form delivery took place, including the stipulated transfer of record ownership. But
that’s not what happens in our current system. Clearance and settlement are not linked,
and funds are transferred before any securities have been delivered and transferred to the
buyer. Given that current DTCC and SEC rules and policy are the polar opposite to 17A’s
requirements, it is necessary to construct a mechanism to deal with delivery failures
absent the obvious “linked” incentive envisioned by Congress - that you have to deliver
to get paid. The SEC, in its wisdom, has approved rules that remove this simple
mechanism, and allows transfer of funds absent any delivery, and even crediting of the
difference between the current mark-to-market value of the security and the sale price to
the failing seller’s account (to be used as he sees fit); thus, a new mechanism is required,
albeit a far less effective one.
Part of the problem arises from Wall Street’s need for speed in processing transactions,
and in the systems created to achieve requisite efficiencies. The Continuous Net
Settlement (CNS) system, introduced in October 1974, is a de facto removal of the
linkage that the 1934 Act mandates between clearance and settlement. In CNS, funds
move back and forth, but ownership does not; which creates the sort of de-linked
transaction that harms investors rather than protecting them – they are denied the use of
funds, their accounts are debited, and yet no delivery has taken place; and in some cases,
delivery may never take place. Given that the SEC has seen fit to de-link clearance and
settlement, in violation of 17A’s requirement for linkage, the least it can do is ensure that

there is a mandatory mechanism for dealing with delivery failures. To date, there is none.
The DTCC claims to be powerless to effect buy-in of failed deliveries, and the SEC goes
along with this position; ignoring that the DTCC is chartered with policing the business
conduct of its owner/participants, including ensuring they comply with all securities laws.
So nobody in the regulatory framework will enforce buy-ins, which is the only
mechanism that can serve as an effective disincentive for allowing delivery failure
(barring waiting for delivery to pay the seller). This cannot continue.
Further examination of the conflict between 17A’s requirement for linkage and the SEC’s
rulemaking is a topic beyond the scope of this document. However, it does give rise to an
important question: what to do in this de-linked environment when securities fail to be
delivered? The obvious answer is to buy-in the failed transaction; and if no satisfaction is
achieved, break the trade.
Accordingly, this de-linked environment must include a formal rule for dealing with
delivery failures beyond T+3, which should impose a buy-in authority and requirement
on the part of the clearing and settling agents, and the additional authority and
requirement to cancel trades should a prompt buy-in prove impossible.
Buy-in procedure
NCANS recommends that all clearing agents be authorized and required to buy-in
delivery failures, commencing no later than T+5.
Cancellation of trade
Should a buy-in result in another delivery failure, the trade should be cancelled at T+9 by
the clearing agent and all money returned to the investor, with worst case pricing in favor
of the investor. Should the price be lower at T+5, the investor would receive back all his
original investment money. If the price of the security is higher at T+5, then the investor
would receive the proceeds as if he had sold the securities at the higher closing price,
with the difference debited from the seller’s account. The buy-in should only be
attempted once before cancellation is required.
Removal of market maker from offer
The SEC must clearly define the process of a buy-in and the responsibilities of the market
makers during a period of buy-ins. Fails exceeding T+5 should be closed out
immediately through the process of a "Guaranteed Delivery" buy-in. Market makers
representing the offer must remove themselves from the offer position if they do not
represent shares available for guaranteed delivery. Buy-ins cannot be confronted with
delays due to the market makers representing non-available shares. The priority must be
on past trade executions and not on how a market maker wishes to represent a market.
Market makers responsible for buying-in house account FTDs must be removed from
“the box” to insure that they are not controlling the price of the security in order to
receive a preferred buy-in cost.
5. Security Entitlements
Since the SEC permits broker-dealers to credit security entitlements to investor accounts
in place of genuine securities, and since security entitlements are used by practically all
brokers to represent genuine securities, the regulation of security entitlements is just as

important as the regulation of securities. NCANS agrees that the use of security
entitlements is a practical and a logical policy. However, the SEC needs to promulgate
clear rules governing their use. Currently, there is much opportunity for abuse, as
regulation and enforcement are lacking.
Without closely monitoring and regulating security entitlements, and in particular
requiring that security entitlements be credited and treated in the same way securities are
treated, any securities regulation will be easily circumvented. A parallel universe of
trading and abuse can occur, simply by broker-dealers crediting security entitlements in
accounts in a way that differs from securities regulations for securities issued by
companies. The rules encompassing security entitlements must mirror those
encompassing securities issued by companies.
The SEC needs to be clear that security entitlements are to be treated identically to
securities. Every security entitlement credited to an account must have a bona fide
security to support it, on a one-for-one basis, at all times.
The absence of a system to cross-reference how security entitlements are treated in
relation to the securities underlying them creates an area of abuse the size of the entire
securities market.
One example of apparent rampant abuse is in the data obtained by Dr. Patrick Byrne of
Overstock.com, wherein prime brokers credited 10.3 Million security entitlements to
accounts, but only maintained 3.6 Million securities at the DTC - failing to obtain
millions of securities for their clients. Another example also involves Dr. Byrne;
specifically, when he purchased 150,000 shares of OSTK in the open market, demanded
proof of delivery, and failed to receive delivery for over 60 days – with his broker
explaining that Overstock shares were “hot” and it was thus hard to obtain genuine
Overstock securities; and that attempting a buy-in would be pointless, as it would only
create more failed trades. A striking example involves Global Links, whose Freedom Of
Information Act (FOIA) data revealed 27 Million delivery failures for a company with
1.1 Million issued securities – 25 times the legally issued securities were security
entitlements with no underlying securities, and no legitimate expectation of delivery.
Other examples include the many cases where investors are unable to obtain physical
certificates for their securities for extended periods – sometimes, for years.
In many cases, any buy-in or covering of short positions in affected companies only
results in further delivery failures. The first step to ending this self-sustaining delivery
failure cycle is to eliminate any further crediting of security entitlements that lack
securities to support them.
NCANS believes the current unregulated parallel market resulting from the misuse of
security entitlements short-circuits securities regulations.
Corporate governance is compromised when security entitlements are credited to
accounts in greater numbers than the number of outstanding securities authorized by
issuers. The most glaring example of this is in corporate voting, where over-voting is
ubiquitous in the equity securities markets.

Frank Partnoy, law professor at the University of San Diego, writes: “It might seem
incredible, but shareholder voting in developed countries is more tainted than voting in
undeveloped ones. Some shareholders’ votes are counted, others are not. Many investors
are permitted to vote, even though they have no such right.” He further points out one
instance where a bank was fined for submitting 8.5 million proxies, when the bank only
owned 4.2 million securities.
The Securities Transfer Association has also reported widespread over-voting and
tabulation problems during shareholder votes, and ADP has an algorithm that “adjusts”
vote counts by throwing out votes, making a mockery of shareholder votes and corporate
governance.
The issuer is the only one authorized to issue securities – and thus, to control supply.
Removing this control from issuers, and allowing broker-dealers to create supply out of
thin air to meet virtually any demand, completely destroys the integrity of an auction
market, and eliminates any expectation of a connection between price, supply and
demand.
Broker-dealers create excess and unauthorized supply by crediting security entitlements
in accounts without obtaining securities. They will typically do this in a practice called
“desking the trade,” whereby the investor’s buy order is satisfied internally by the brokerdealer, and no buy order is executed in the market. The broker-dealer is the “contraparty” in the trade, acting as the seller to its client/buyer. Technically, these trades stay
out of the clearing system, and don’t have to go through the DTCC. This results in a
shadow market where the broker-dealer is effectively eliminating the checks and balances
of a properly functioning market system involving contra-parties, and skirting any
reporting requirements imposed by the clearing system.
Investor accounts are debited the full purchase price of the securities, but receive none of
the rights of genuine securities, since no securities were obtained – the investor receives a
security entitlement with no corresponding security to back it up.
NCANS believes that when a broker-dealer credits a security entitlement to an account,
that the broker-dealer has an obligation to obtain the security being represented by the
security entitlement within 3 days. The only way to ensure that security entitlements are
being credited correctly and in accordance with securities laws is to link all security
entitlements with all securities in all broker-dealer depositories (such as the DTC) on a
daily basis. Only by linking the two can a control be established.

NCANS Recommendations
Security entitlements need to be marked in one of three ways
NCANS is proposing an automated audit system to compare security positions with
credited security entitlements, and to automatically mark security entitlements in one of
three different ways:

1. Bona fide security entitlement, with entitlement to genuine securities actually
obtained and held by the broker-dealer for credit to the client’s account. These
need not be marked in any special way.
2. Failed “F” security entitlement, with a security delivery failure - i.e., a
security entitlement that never had a security delivered to support it. An “F”
should appear next to the ticker symbol in accounts to indicate that there is a
violation of delivery or maintenance rules for the underlying security. It can
be due to a delivery failure, or a violation of the securities maintenance
requirements of SEC rule 15c3-3.
At some point, security entitlements require delivery of securities, so the SEC
should define when security entitlements have failed. NCANS recommends
that Reg SHO’s locate and delivery requirements for securities also apply to
security entitlements, with delivery of securities to support the entitlements no
later than 3 days following the transaction date (T+3). Any security
entitlements that have no underlying securities 3 days after being credited
should be considered failed security entitlements, and should be bought-in.
Any security entitlements that are in non-lendable accounts but are found to
have their securities illegally lent out or otherwise violating 15c3-3, should
also be considered failed, marked “F,” and be bought-in.
3. Bona fide “L” security entitlement, with temporarily lent out securities.
These are security entitlements that have had the underlying securities lent
out, and are in compliance with 15c3-3. These should be marked with the “L”
designator so as to be easily differentiated.

All three need to be clearly distinguished in book-entry form in accounts, and the
numbers of each made available to the marketplace. Computerized entry makes this a
snap.

Securities linked to security entitlements
The only way to ensure that security entitlements are not used to misrepresent delivery of
bona fide securities is to link and compare the number of all security entitlements each
broker has credited to accounts with the number of bona fide securities each brokerdealer owns, or has on deposit at a depository. Under no circumstances should the
number of security entitlements exceed the number of bona fide securities.
NCANS recommends that this daily audit be conducted in an automated manner after the
market close, and be administered by a clearing agency or the SRO. A daily discrepancy
report for each broker should be compiled, comparing the number of all T+3 credited
security entitlements with the number of securities each broker owns. Any discrepancies
should be automatically reported and published and a buy-in for any required securities
initiated.

Daily automated audit system
The automated audit system being proposed should compare the following positions and
report and publish discrepancies on a daily basis after market close:
1. Determine the aggregate number of T+3 security entitlements credited by
individual broker-dealers to accounts;
2. Determine the aggregate number of securities owned in all depositories by
individual broker-dealers;
3. By comparing the numbers of 1 and 2, any number of T+3 security
entitlements that exceed the number of securities owned should be determined
to be either “L” or “F” by the audit system;
4. Any “F” market security entitlements should be bought in.
Buy-in for security entitlement fails
The administrator of the automated audit system should be required to buy-in
securities to eliminate excess security entitlements commencing T+4, and no later
than T+5. Should a buy-in result in a delivery failure, the security entitlement
should be cancelled at T+9 by the administrator and all money returned to the
investor, with worst-case pricing in favor of the investor. Should the price be
lower at T+5, the investor would receive back all his original investment. If the
price of the security is higher at T+5, then the investor would receive the
proceeds as if he’d sold the securities at the higher price.
Compliance with SEC rule 15c3-3
Any security entitlements found to violate SEC rule 15c3-3 are to be marked “F”
by the automated system and have their missing securities bought-in.
Delivery of physical security certificates within 15 days
The current, arbitrary delivery timeline for physical security certificates makes a
mockery of property rights, with brokers arbitrarily delaying delivery of physical
certificates for weeks, or months, or years at a time. NCANS believes that long
delivery timelines are articulated to dissuade investors from obtaining certificates,
as often the brokers’ interests are adversarial to their clients’, as they never
secured genuine securities to back up the security entitlements they represented to
their clients as bona fide. Thus, the longer the delay, the more time the broker has
to obfuscate the failed nature of the security entitlement, and to purchase
securities at pricing favorable to the broker. This is inherently adverse to the 1934
Act mandate of investor protection, and must stop.
Should investors demand physical certificates for their securities, the brokerdealer should deliver them no later than 15 days from the request date, or face
penalties for delivery failure. These penalties should be 1% of the current
aggregate value of the certificates on the day they are due. There have been too
many cases where investors were unable to obtain delivery of securities in
certificate form. The aforementioned Dr. Byrne/Overstock.com revelations
illustrate how uncontrolled creation of security entitlements can damage market
integrity for a security. In all the cases, broker-dealers issued more security
entitlements than the company had issued securities, thus making it impossible for
broker-dealers to deliver certificates to all investors for all the securities investors

believed they had purchased. This is the definition of a derailment in the securities
industry. In the past, broker-dealers paid no penalty when exposed in this manner.
A prompt delivery requirement, with penalties for delivery failure, are essential
for investor and issuer protection.
Pre-locate rule for security entitlements
Almost identical to the requirements for sales and short sales, a broker-dealer
must first locate real securities that can be delivered within 3 days before
crediting security entitlements to accounts. Delivery obligations from clearing
agents and market makers would satisfy the locate requirement, so as to allow the
immediate crediting of security entitlements to accounts.
Delivery rule for security entitlements
Identical to the requirements for sales and short sales, a broker-dealer should be
obligated to obtain securities within 3 days of crediting security entitlements. This
can be either by purchasing or borrowing the securities. If there is a failure, either
a buy-in or cancellation should be required, just as for all securities transfers.
Security entitlements and the securities lending industry
When securities are borrowed from investor accounts, the security entitlements in
the accounts need to reflect the loan and the resultant elimination of the account
holder’s rights, since a security entitlement with the underlying security loaned
out does not have the rights associated with a genuine security; including voting
rights, the right to preferential tax treatment of dividends, and share dividend
rights. We believe that this transparency will not impede or harm the securities
lending industry, but that investor protection requires informing account holders
of the accurate status of their security entitlements at all times -- including
differentiating failed security entitlements from bona fide security entitlements
with lent securities.

Broker-dealers have an obligation to promptly deliver securities to purchasers. All
securities laws, including Reg SHO’s locate and delivery requirements, must also apply
to security entitlements. If meaningful market regulation is to be achieved, an unregulated
market in security entitlements must be avoided. This can only be accomplished by
promulgating rules that formally link security entitlements with bona fide securities, and
by creating an automated audit/verification mechanism for security entitlements that
mandates enforcement via buy-ins.
6. Centralized audit and control system
NCANS suggests that the SEC ultimately implement a simplified and efficient automated
audit and control system that would address all the issues discussed in this letter. The
aforementioned security entitlements proposals would be a stepping stone to
implementing this simplified system. The main requirement is a centralized audit and
control system that encompasses all equity securities, and issues and tracks each security
with its own unique identifier, such as a serial number.

Numbered securities corresponding to security entitlements
Each security should have its own unique number, much as each currency note does.
Security entitlements would be "linked" to specific securities underlying them, and would
have corresponding numbers to identify the specific securities supporting them. All
securities in all depositories and all security entitlements in all accounts would be
automatically recorded in a centralized register. This would also serve as the audit and
control system for compliance with securities laws.
Each security entitlement credited by a broker-dealer would be required to have a specific
security number attached, even for as-yet undelivered securities. Execution would be
simple, as before delivery of the securities in a transaction the buyer or clearing agent
would already know the serial numbers of the securities to be delivered at T+3. In today’s
automated age, there is no reason that this cannot be a standard. Under this system, an
"L" designator would still be required for security entitlements for which the underlying
securities had been loaned. However, there would be no requirement for "F" or "bona
fide" designators, as there would only be security entitlements linked to the specific and
unique security numbers underlying them, and "L" security entitlements. The audit and
control system would not permit the existence of security entitlements without serial
numbers of securities attached to them.
Securities would be automatically decremented by the automated system prior to
acceptance of the transaction, assuring that the same securities were not concurrently
used to satisfy the locate requirements of more than one participant, and that bona fide,
identifiable securities were designated before actual delivery. Transactions could occur
just as quickly as today, with security entitlements instantaneously credited to accounts,
as the sellers would simultaneously transmit the serial numbers of the specific securities
to be delivered. Programmed into the centralized audit and control system would be all
the securities rules and laws pertaining to locate, sale, borrowing and maintenance of
securities.
One would imagine that market participants would celebrate such a centralized system,
since it would greatly reduce costs and greatly simplify their efforts to comply with all
securities rules. NCANS believes that, ultimately, regulation and control of the securities
markets is only possible via a centralized audit and control system that tracks all
securities and security entitlements. Creating this centralized audit and control system
that concurrently links all identified securities with all corresponding security
entitlements, and ensures compliance with securities rules, would greatly reduce costs,
increase market efficiency, and make violations virtually impossible. Above all, it would
be in the public interest and would protect investors.
There are likely numerous schemes for linking security entitlements with their underlying
securities, but all must achieve the same end-result: a linked relationship, on a one-forone basis, between the security entitlement and the bona fide security for which the
security entitlement is a surrogate. Absent this linkage, security entitlements become a
second float of unauthorized de facto securities, causing a dilutive effect on bona fide
securities, with a resultant depressive effect on share price.

7. Limit total short interest
Some securities have a short interest in excess of 100% of authorized outstanding
tradable securities. This can only mean that securities are being lent out multiple times,
for multiple short sales. In Australia, the short interest in any security is limited to 10% of
issued securities. NCANS believes that any short interest in the U.S. markets should be
limited to 50% of issued securities. Otherwise, the basic equilibrium of supply and
demand is destroyed, as is pricing integrity. And the return of borrowed securities is
jeopardized, resulting in potentially massive volatility should a majority of lent shares be
called back – again, diminishing investor protection and creating dangerous
disequilibrium for the markets.
NCANS recommends that once the daily short interest reaches the 50% threshold, all
short sales in the security should be suspended until the number falls below the threshold.
8. Publish entire short interest, delivery failure and excess security entitlements data
daily
Transparency in securities markets is an essential to continued investor faith in the
integrity of those markets. Substituting speculation, innuendo, rumors, or assumptions in
place of hard market data can result in grave investment errors, damaging investor
protection and endangering the formation of capital. U.S. securities markets must
compete with international markets in their disclosure of important data, and become as
transparent as their international counterparts. No good is served by creating opacity, and
failing to disclose material data about important metrics like short interest or failed
deliveries assists market manipulators to the detriment of investors and honest
participants.
Participants have long been pro-secrecy and anti-transparency, as it affords them an edge
over investors. Wall Street’s efforts to limit the amount of disclosure to investors of
participant behavior is nothing new. In the Pecora hearings, which resulted in the drafting
and passage of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act and the creation of the SEC, Wall
Street’s most venerated names opposed any and all disclosure or regulation. Ferdinand
Pecora, in his memoirs, wrote:
"Bitterly hostile was Wall Street to the enactment of the regulatory legislation."
As to disclosure, Pecora had this to say:
"Had there been full disclosure of what was being done in furtherance of these schemes,
they could not long have survived the fierce light of publicity and criticism. Legal
chicanery and pitch darkness were the banker's stoutest allies."
Then, as now, opacity is the ally of larceny. For our market system to be fair and honest,
transparency is mandatory.
We recommend that the following be published daily:
a) Complete short interest figure for every security
b) The number of delivery failures in every security
c) The number of failed security entitlements in every security

d) Any short position that is greater than 5% of the company’s issued and outstanding
shares – exactly the same as with 5% or greater long positions.
Short interest reporting
As if the lack of transparency created by monthly short interest reporting (and two weeks
out of date at that) is not bad enough, the number isn't even accurate, due to the
exemptions in clauses (1), (6), (7), (8), (9) and (10) of paragraph (e) of the Commission's
Regulation 240.10a-1.
Any short interest figure being released to the investing public must accurately reflect the
total number of securities sold short, and not some fraction thereof. Anything else is a
misrepresentation of the real short interest number. The short interest reporting
exemptions must be eliminated and an accurate figure must be released daily. Thomas
Reilly’s comment letter describing this proposed amendment goes into further detail of
the huge loopholes currently existent which enable participants to avoid accurate short
interest reporting.
Increased transparency and accurate reporting would allow all investors and market
participants to make better investment decisions, thereby increasing market efficiency,
capital allocation efficiency, and investor protection. Secrecy is the antithesis of fair and
full disclosure, and has no place in the modern securities markets of the most powerful
nation on the planet.
9. Proposals on securities lending via the DTCC’s Stock Borrow Program
Maximum loan period
NCANS believes that a time limitation on the duration of a loan from the Stock Borrow
Program (SBP), as administered by the NSCC, should be imposed, with a mandatory
return of the security at the conclusion of the loan period - no more than T+10 days. The
current scheme, wherein a loan from the SBP can remain open in perpetuity, is antipodal
to the stated short-term curative intent of the program.
Compliance verification with 15c3-3
Cash and retirement account securities are not differentiated at the NSCC in the fungible
pool used for the SBP. Participants are trusted, on the honor system, to exclude them
from being deposited into the lending pool at the SBP - which they are mandated to do by
SEC Rule 15c3-3. The problem is that no mechanism exists for ensuring that participants
are actually doing so, and that they are only making marginable securities available via
that program. It is of critical importance that the SBP lending pool be exclusively
composed of legitimately lendable securities, and that participants are not allowed to use
investor-owned assets (in cash and retirement accounts) to generate revenue via the SBP,
and to shore up their capital requirements. The SEC must mandate clear differentiation
and marking of lendable versus unlendable securities at the DTC/NSCC level; and
further, create a policing and enforcement mechanism to prevent abuse. At present, there
is no such mechanism. This invites larceny. Verification of compliance with 15c3-3 must
occur at the SBP level. An honor system without a verification/enforcement system is not
an adequate safeguard against abuse. Prohibitions are fine; however, the SEC needs to
require that its SROs institute a preventive mechanism to keep cash and retirement

account securities from being deposited into the SBP. NCANS believes that a spot audit
of participant accounts for compliance is the most obvious way to ensure 15c3-3 is being
observed.
Limitation on short interest
The SBP, like all other security lending facilitators and lending pools, allows serial relending of the same securities by allowing participants to re-deposit securities back into
the SBP or the lending pool they originated from, for lending again. The recipient of an
SBP-lent security is able to re-deposit the security back into the SBP, for SBP re-lending
to cure another delivery failure. This allows a security to be re-lent an unlimited number
of times from these self-replenishing pools, potentially creating an unlimited number of
security entitlements in investor accounts. A cap on total short interest would stop this
from continuing in perpetuity, as no further SBP-lent shares would be available once the
short interest threshold was hit.
It is beyond the scope of this proposal to go into an in-depth analysis of the SBP and the
manner in which it can be, and is being, abused by participants. These three proposals,
along with the Security Entitlements proposals, would effectively end any abuse, and
return the SBP to a lending mechanism that cures only short-term, legitimate delivery
failures. It is not in the public interest, nor does it protect investors, to have lending via
the SBP for unlimited durations, with no policing to ensure 15c3-3 compliance, and with
no cap on amount.
10. Revocation of securities licenses
The SEC needs to take a tough stance against those found to be willfully violating
securities laws, and should revoke licenses and remove individuals (or entire firms) from
the industry as a disincentive. Government regulatory bodies overseeing doctors, lawyers,
accountants, pilots, real estate brokers and many other professions regularly suspend or
revoke the licenses of errant members. However, in the securities industry, when clear
wrongdoing in securities trading is discovered by the SEC, a monetary fine is generally
the penalty. Fines have little or no deterrent value when they represent a fraction of the
proceeds generated by the illegal behavior, and paying a fine while neither admitting nor
denying guilt is a trivial annoyance for the industry.
NCANS believes that fines are inconsequential for the vast majority of the market's
participants, as can be concluded by the same firms appearing in the news, again and
again, for violating securities laws over multi-year periods, and simply paying the freight
while admitting no guilt. Fines have become a mere cost of doing business on Wall
Street; a sort of “misbehavior tax” so divorced from the offenses as to be meaningless. It
is therefore paramount that firms and individuals who violate SEC rules face penalties
that have disincentive value. The penalty that has the most significance, other than jail
time, is being barred from participation in the market. Too often, there are examples
where individuals willfully violate securities laws, and their firms pay a token fine while
the individuals responsible remain active at the firm with their licenses intact. This sends
the wrong message.
Those harming investors by violating securities laws should face expulsion from the
industry, with a ban on licensure and any sort of participation in the markets. There is no

reason why financial market participants should be treated any more leniently than drunk
drivers, or embezzlers, or corporate miscreants.
How much embezzlement at the neighborhood bank would be tolerated in that industry,
with the perpetrator paying a fine representing a fraction of their ill-gotten gain? How
much counterfeiting would be acceptable in the currency markets, with a “no contest”
plea and a few dollars paid by those running the presses? How much fraud would be
condoned in pharmaceutical manufacturing, where genuine drugs were substituted with
placebos, and when caught, the violators forked over a sliver of their illicit profit?
Recidivist behavior that violates known prohibitions must be met with immediate,
meaningful consequences, and that is currently not the case in the equities markets. The
current scheme of fining firms fractions of what their violations earned is a sham, and
sends a clear message that certain forms of dishonesty and lawlessness are tolerated by
regulators. Until participants who violate the public trust and the fiduciary duty they owe
to their clients face a termination of their financial future in the markets, no credible
disincentive exists – it is just a matter of how much it will cost to keep violating the rules.
Wall Street’s history is one wherein a relatively small percentage of industry participants
are bad apples. It is only sensible that removal of the bad apples from the system, and
termination of their ability to harm investors and other participants, should be the
overarching imperative.

Conclusion
The available numbers are staggering. NYSE and NASDAQ outstanding delivery failures
(FTDs) represent 4% of average daily trade volume; and OTC outstanding delivery
failures represent 28% of average daily trade volume - and on some days, 100%. These
figures are only for failed security deliveries over and above those concealed from view
due to pre-netting and CNS netting effects, and do not include “ex-clearing” delivery
failures and their resultant failed security entitlements.
When FOIA data reveals that on some days 40% of the daily trading in NovaStar
Financial (NFI) (a profitable, billion dollar market cap company, and one of the longesttenured SHO-list regulars) results in delivery failures, then no company or security is
safe. This kind of liquidity is not desirable; and in fact, represents a clearly dangerous
artificial supply, resulting in long term price depression. Contrary to the sentiment of an
industry that is paid by transaction volume, not all liquidity is good. Liquidity driven by
delivery failure is nothing but institutionalized fraud against investors who believe they
are buying bona fide securities.
With the pension reform bill recently passed by Congress, even more 401k participants
will be enrolled and invested in the securities markets. As previously stated, the
responsibility of the SEC is to ensure their, and indeed all investors’, protection. Our
philosophy is that if the smallest investor is protected, then by default the largest
institutions are protected.

The fail-to-deliver issue is not a trivial problem that can be solved by tweaking the rules a
bit. While the manner in which the scope of the problem is described by the DTCC and
the SEC is designed to minimize its perceived severity, the reality is that the structural
deficiencies in the regulatory scheme that have created situations like the massive overvoting problem are the same as those that have enabled long term delivery failures. A
litany of exemptions, and waivers, and non-penalties, and vague rulemaking language
have created a monster wherein nobody can be sure what they are buying when they
purchase an issuer’s security. That destroys market integrity, is adverse to the public’s
interests, and renders investor protection impossible.
This problem requires extensive, simultaneous reform. The proposed amendments, and
NCANS’ recommendations, can be easily circumvented if the SEC fails to concurrently
address all areas where delivery failures occur. That is why our recommendations are
comprehensive. Otherwise, delivery failures will continue unabated, and those wishing to
avoid delivery will do so by simply migrating to areas left unaddressed by the SEC.
The recommendations set forth in this comment letter would not only eliminate deliberate
delivery failures, but would enable the markets to self-regulate by creating a regulatory
framework wherein delivery failures couldn’t persevere for long, and where the financial
incentives to deliver are aligned with the SEC’s mandates. The improved reporting would
afford far greater market transparency, allowing for the more efficient allocation of
capital and more comprehensive investor protection. And the U.S. markets would again
be competitive with international alternatives, ensuring the long term viability of the
system, its participants, and issuers.
Throughout this document, NCANS takes the position that allowing one class of
participant to profit at the expense of investors is not consistent with the protection of
investors. We also take the position that exempting any group from Section 17A’s
requirement for “...prompt and accurate clearance and settlement of securities
transactions, including the transfer of record ownership and the safeguarding of
securities and funds related thereto…” is not consistent with the protection of investors.
Allowing securities entitlements to remain unregulated, and thus rife with abuse is not
consistent with the protection of investors. Exempting participants from facing buy-ins
when they fail to deliver is not consistent with the protection of investors. Allowing
participants to use a “locate” premise as their exemption to borrowing and delivering
what they sell is not consistent with the protection of investors. In short, many of the
exemptions afforded to some classes of participants are not necessary or appropriate in
the public interest, and are not consistent with the protection of investors. The SEC would
be well advised to consider the caveats that limit its exemption capability, and review its
rules and regulations for consistency with those requirements.
While the major Wall Street firms have pledged to the SEC to treat Reg SHO and abusive
delivery failures seriously, at the same time these firms (including JP Morgan, Goldman
Sachs, Citigroup Global Markets, Wachovia Capital Markets, Daiwa Securities, First
Clearing LLC and Credit Suisse) have been fined and censured for routinely violating
Reg SHO, as well as longstanding rules mandating prompt delivery, correct marking of
short sales, etc. These violations have not only been extremely profitable for these firms,
but also appear to be deliberate. Any comment letters by these entities must be viewed
with this reality in mind, as must any proposals predicated upon the continuation of

regulation using an honor system, or pleadings to maintain the status quo for liquidity
reasons.
The basis of this document is the understanding that offering certain classes of
participants an advantage over others, and over investors, is unjust, and a violation of the
SEC’s requirement to safeguard the public interest, and to protect investors. Continuing
to allow market makers to enjoy subsidies at the expense of investors is not consistent
with the Commission’s mandate to protect investors. Ditto for allowing broker-dealers to
create security entitlements from thin air, and allowing them to represent those to the
market as equivalent to bona fide securities, absent any underlying securities upon which
to base the claim of value. This sort of secondary market of broker-created share
entitlements is not in the public’s interest, and protects no investor, thus must be
regulated according to the principles of the 1933 and 1934 Acts and subjected to the same
oversight and limitations. At the end of the day, the trades must be settled promptly, or be
bought in, without exemption.
In closing, it is worth again revisiting the latitude afforded the SEC for making
exemptions to the Securities Act of 1933, and the 1934 Securities Exchange Act. This
exemption power lies within Section 36 of the Securities Exchange Act, where
exemptions are permitted “…to the extent that such exemption is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest, and is consistent with the protection of investors…”
(emphasis added).
NCANS members believe that the future prosperity of this country lies in the SEC acting
decisively, correcting the noted structural deficiencies, and creating a genuine,
trustworthy engine of economic vitality. We are hopeful that the SEC recognizes the
opportunity that presents itself in focusing on the delivery failure issue; and further, has
the fortitude and the vision to make the necessary changes, and correct the problem once
and for all.NCANS appreciates the chance to offer comments on the Regulation SHO
amendment proposal. If we can be of further service to the Commission or its staff in
their evaluation of these matters, please let us know.
Respectfully submitted,

Mary Helburn
Executive Director, NCANS
NCANS.net
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Exhibit B
NYSE FTDs, Total Companies on SHO, By Date
Date
31-May-06
30-May-06
26-May-06
25-May-06
24-May-06
23-May-06
22-May-06
19-May-06
18-May-06
17-May-06
16-May-06
15-May-06
12-May-06
11-May-06
10-May-06
9-May-06
8-May-06
5-May-06
4-May-06
3-May-06
2-May-06
1-May-06
28-Apr-06
27-Apr-06
26-Apr-06
25-Apr-06
24-Apr-06
21-Apr-06
20-Apr-06
19-Apr-06
18-Apr-06
17-Apr-06
13-Apr-06
12-Apr-06
11-Apr-06
10-Apr-06
7-Apr-06
6-Apr-06
5-Apr-06
4-Apr-06
3-Apr-06
31-Mar-06
30-Mar-06
29-Mar-06
28-Mar-06
27-Mar-06

FTD
"65,027,152"
"63,339,170"
"59,274,438"
"54,236,292"
"63,507,220"
"51,521,015"
"53,289,473"
"42,329,379"
"49,564,008"
"48,696,891"
"48,005,069"
"47,696,281"
"53,589,637"
"62,023,922"
"53,903,499"
"55,270,804"
"57,400,446"
"57,703,750"
"55,068,294"
"59,968,106"
"57,956,047"
"54,672,981"
"48,388,563"
"55,457,089"
"60,330,312"
"57,877,723"
"53,865,581"
"46,693,642"
"52,054,431"
"39,421,625"
"53,290,178"
"51,726,201"
"44,316,803"
"54,580,390"
"44,762,175"
"51,196,795"
"53,653,218"
"52,733,021"
"49,307,384"
"58,177,081"
"54,425,418"
"45,441,436"
"40,935,465"
"46,765,090"
"47,008,505"
"52,027,149"

Company Count
590
632
617
590
614
567
567
506
536
546
557
544
554
579
561
560
594
630
589
561
528
538
492
461
564
508
534
531
507
481
614
611
514
546
520
516
544
578
517
502
513
491
455
473
424
461

24-Mar-06
23-Mar-06
22-Mar-06
21-Mar-06
20-Mar-06
17-Mar-06
16-Mar-06
15-Mar-06
14-Mar-06
13-Mar-06
10-Mar-06
9-Mar-06
8-Mar-06
7-Mar-06
6-Mar-06
3-Mar-06
2-Mar-06
1-Mar-06
28-Feb-06
27-Feb-06
24-Feb-06
23-Feb-06
22-Feb-06
21-Feb-06
17-Feb-06
16-Feb-06
15-Feb-06
14-Feb-06
13-Feb-06
10-Feb-06
9-Feb-06
8-Feb-06
7-Feb-06
6-Feb-06
3-Feb-06
2-Feb-06
1-Feb-06
31-Jan-06
30-Jan-06
27-Jan-06
26-Jan-06
25-Jan-06
24-Jan-06
23-Jan-06
20-Jan-06
19-Jan-06
18-Jan-06
17-Jan-06
13-Jan-06
12-Jan-06
11-Jan-06
10-Jan-06
9-Jan-06
6-Jan-06

"50,703,983"
"54,947,115"
"69,788,410"
"49,286,786"
"47,104,972"
"50,788,663"
"49,497,002"
"61,812,036"
"55,115,197"
"47,494,479"
"44,192,890"
"47,528,195"
"52,622,471"
"57,461,858"
"48,625,653"
"47,221,220"
"44,266,797"
"48,533,895"
"43,306,962"

471
521
656
521
484
558
506
491
538
479
499
495
523
511
548
492
461
500
507

"52,037,605"
"59,755,294"
"52,874,505"
"51,292,449"
"44,573,717"
"48,202,342"
"54,228,582"
"58,093,237"
"53,684,458"
"49,040,223"
"38,020,230"
"41,222,451"
"48,231,322"
"50,546,699"
"53,060,973"
"49,384,070"
"59,875,706"
"172,707,364"
"51,940,061"
"50,344,364"
"54,769,633"
"60,513,468"
"43,118,497"
"37,252,693"
"35,146,109"
"34,663,510"
"40,405,508"
"45,810,153"
"40,224,264"
"42,724,270"
"40,159,445"
"40,125,344"
"42,235,674"
"38,861,324"

564
534
506
548
502
537
547
529
520
613
512
523
598
578
577
517
581
573
538
507
525
595
457
445
463
469
494
518
541
536
522
499
537
506

5-Jan-06
4-Jan-06
3-Jan-06
30-Dec-05
29-Dec-05
28-Dec-05
27-Dec-05
23-Dec-05
22-Dec-05
21-Dec-05
20-Dec-05
19-Dec-05
16-Dec-05
15-Dec-05
14-Dec-05
13-Dec-05
12-Dec-05
9-Dec-05
8-Dec-05
7-Dec-05
6-Dec-05
5-Dec-05
2-Dec-05
1-Dec-05
30-Nov-05
29-Nov-05
28-Nov-05
25-Nov-05
23-Nov-05
22-Nov-05
21-Nov-05
18-Nov-05
17-Nov-05
16-Nov-05
15-Nov-05
14-Nov-05
11-Nov-05
10-Nov-05
9-Nov-05
8-Nov-05
7-Nov-05
4-Nov-05
3-Nov-05
2-Nov-05
1-Nov-05
31-Oct-05
28-Oct-05
27-Oct-05
26-Oct-05
25-Oct-05
24-Oct-05
21-Oct-05
20-Oct-05
19-Oct-05

"27,959,308"
"28,176,508"
"31,484,434"
"39,972,813"
"38,045,900"
"48,326,505"
"50,594,331"
"59,716,668"
"50,262,429"
"57,436,671"
"51,199,743"
"50,744,312"
"44,890,288"
"47,966,989"
"42,981,944"
"48,805,100"
"55,279,606"
"95,544,602"
"91,395,155"
"76,224,811"
"84,303,024"
"68,268,424"
"48,636,322"
"43,953,365"
"41,492,938"
"43,594,967"
"44,071,451"
"49,625,289"
"52,358,946"
"70,115,527"
"49,312,860"
"47,027,881"
"51,354,324"
"134,479,316"
"46,139,931"
"40,314,870"

396
411
386
430
441
491
552
551
544
619
549
545
547
542
470
518
558
444
449
458
510
492
461
509
362
458
454
519
544
510
479
435
453
846
429
456

"41,834,010"
"45,674,934"
"49,555,195"
"47,961,242"
"42,073,852"
"47,481,367"
"55,801,601"
"55,149,324"
"47,299,229"
"50,112,309"
"44,854,533"
"49,229,543"
"49,360,857"
"46,074,098"
"41,385,210"
"43,096,669"
"46,199,377"

465
504
518
525
488
501
533
512
478
516
483
527
528
537
515
474
554

18-Oct-05
17-Oct-05
14-Oct-05
13-Oct-05
12-Oct-05
11-Oct-05
10-Oct-05
7-Oct-05
6-Oct-05
5-Oct-05
4-Oct-05
3-Oct-05
30-Sep-05
29-Sep-05
28-Sep-05
27-Sep-05
26-Sep-05
23-Sep-05
22-Sep-05
21-Sep-05
20-Sep-05
19-Sep-05
16-Sep-05
15-Sep-05
14-Sep-05
13-Sep-05
12-Sep-05
9-Sep-05
8-Sep-05
7-Sep-05
6-Sep-05
2-Sep-05
1-Sep-05
31-Aug-05
30-Aug-05
29-Aug-05
26-Aug-05
25-Aug-05
24-Aug-05
23-Aug-05
22-Aug-05
19-Aug-05
18-Aug-05
17-Aug-05
16-Aug-05
15-Aug-05
12-Aug-05
11-Aug-05
10-Aug-05
9-Aug-05
8-Aug-05
5-Aug-05
4-Aug-05
3-Aug-05

"52,848,958"
"54,822,286"
"57,794,307"
"63,414,226"
"48,555,921"
"53,942,515"

515
555
538
548
563
570

"58,334,990"
"53,045,268"
"55,423,868"
"48,337,404"
"53,092,292"
"54,191,067"
"48,954,582"
"46,434,042"
"49,800,728"
"52,703,780"
"50,836,512"
"49,048,094"
"65,107,349"
"51,651,172"
"50,609,481"
"44,274,294"
"41,699,256"
"43,035,700"
"47,274,347"
"49,175,914"
"42,337,733"
"45,134,079"
"46,553,871"
"43,298,526"
"38,175,516"
"48,351,289"
"41,214,819"
"38,146,685"
"45,916,057"
"47,050,650"
"49,885,819"
"57,277,585"
"69,010,728"
"56,094,382"
"54,914,241"
"54,470,261"
"54,473,047"
"56,905,444"
"58,757,280"
"62,286,515"
"58,339,224"
"59,155,085"
"55,446,111"
"61,137,036"
"56,785,591"
"51,553,003"
"49,731,116"

694
521
488
463
495
504
495
481
486
612
560
503
612
528
529
516
506
524
558
562
534
509
517
512
506
467
490
477
498
506
458
533
613
541
545
544
535
548
627
588
580
597
571
626
585
555
612

2-Aug-05
1-Aug-05
29-Jul-05
28-Jul-05
27-Jul-05
26-Jul-05
25-Jul-05
22-Jul-05
21-Jul-05
20-Jul-05
19-Jul-05
18-Jul-05
15-Jul-05
14-Jul-05
13-Jul-05
12-Jul-05
11-Jul-05
8-Jul-05
7-Jul-05
6-Jul-05
5-Jul-05
1-Jul-05
30-Jun-05
29-Jun-05
28-Jun-05
27-Jun-05
24-Jun-05
23-Jun-05
22-Jun-05
21-Jun-05
20-Jun-05
17-Jun-05
16-Jun-05
15-Jun-05
14-Jun-05
13-Jun-05
10-Jun-05
9-Jun-05
8-Jun-05
7-Jun-05
6-Jun-05
3-Jun-05
2-Jun-05
1-Jun-05
31-May-05
27-May-05
26-May-05
25-May-05
24-May-05
23-May-05
20-May-05
19-May-05
18-May-05
17-May-05

"58,964,986"
"44,360,427"
"36,274,584"
"35,620,267"
"37,495,340"
"40,085,193"
"38,591,678"
"40,247,284"
"39,618,205"
"43,341,952"
"44,707,542"
"49,497,551"
"41,341,216"
"42,197,569"
"44,513,228"
"44,463,847"
"47,765,548"
"51,184,619"
"43,951,034"
"48,427,808"
"56,173,280"
"51,602,479"
"55,233,432"
"73,583,623"
"48,538,723"
"46,179,046"
"46,708,846"
"49,860,666"
"91,957,305"
"58,163,251"
"64,345,799"
"58,322,181"
"51,395,083"
"54,858,233"
"56,872,290"
"52,165,223"
"54,575,351"
"55,069,413"
"51,831,855"
"49,973,171"
"50,162,985"
"52,493,644"
"56,552,176"
"54,167,797"
"52,342,435"
"52,890,236"
"57,028,670"
"57,288,899"
"64,610,192"
"49,299,550"
"52,234,377"
"62,077,733"
"63,277,902"

589
579
525
514
516
509
542
541
501
559
546
557
561
548
555
546
596
577
554
581
596
619
578
646
555
508
563
518
929
573
615
594
584
581
609
624
594
572
569
577
557
526
495
536
495
494
467
496
528
559
529
522
546
547

16-May-05
13-May-05
12-May-05
11-May-05
10-May-05
9-May-05
6-May-05
5-May-05
4-May-05
3-May-05
2-May-05
29-Apr-05
28-Apr-05
27-Apr-05
26-Apr-05
25-Apr-05
22-Apr-05
21-Apr-05
20-Apr-05
19-Apr-05
18-Apr-05
15-Apr-05
14-Apr-05
13-Apr-05
12-Apr-05
11-Apr-05
8-Apr-05
7-Apr-05
6-Apr-05
5-Apr-05
4-Apr-05
1-Apr-05
31-Mar-05
30-Mar-05
29-Mar-05
28-Mar-05
24-Mar-05
23-Mar-05
22-Mar-05
21-Mar-05
18-Mar-05
17-Mar-05
16-Mar-05
15-Mar-05
14-Mar-05
11-Mar-05
10-Mar-05
9-Mar-05
8-Mar-05
7-Mar-05
4-Mar-05
3-Mar-05
2-Mar-05
1-Mar-05

"67,944,806"
"63,853,311"
"70,962,404"
"79,553,818"
"84,260,644"
"76,153,363"
"74,910,030"
"83,588,661"
"91,107,928"
"82,130,344"
"70,306,336"
"67,650,182"
"58,918,467"
"62,352,420"
"58,613,039"
"59,316,705"
"58,598,422"
"53,857,722"
"61,746,503"
"50,722,272"
"54,966,676"
"50,242,018"
"49,168,693"
"52,861,709"
"54,819,020"
"62,011,146"
"57,935,040"
"58,101,051"
"60,513,079"
"60,513,383"
"58,412,275"
"63,163,392"
"56,911,539"
"62,290,126"
"66,134,289"
"65,136,980"
"60,219,234"
"70,312,805"
"56,573,333"
"54,927,025"
"51,944,069"
"51,878,842"
"53,266,292"
"51,980,185"
"56,904,420"
"53,765,275"
"55,018,448"
"63,437,770"
"60,382,646"
"65,675,559"
"91,629,710"
"63,421,724"
"58,577,303"
"60,142,198"

587
512
476
525
541
540
519
539
552
542
510
523
515
546
509
539
533
531
568
513
509
500
481
490
508
513
542
536
561
562
572
593
526
537
579
603
573
704
574
597
559
543
539
537
543
559
542
550
568
615
615
572
532
544

28-Feb-05
25-Feb-05
24-Feb-05
23-Feb-05
22-Feb-05
18-Feb-05
17-Feb-05
16-Feb-05
15-Feb-05
14-Feb-05
11-Feb-05
10-Feb-05
9-Feb-05
8-Feb-05
7-Feb-05
4-Feb-05
3-Feb-05
2-Feb-05
1-Feb-05
31-Jan-05
28-Jan-05
27-Jan-05
26-Jan-05
25-Jan-05
24-Jan-05
21-Jan-05
20-Jan-05
19-Jan-05
18-Jan-05
14-Jan-05
13-Jan-05
12-Jan-05
11-Jan-05
10-Jan-05
7-Jan-05
6-Jan-05
5-Jan-05
4-Jan-05
3-Jan-05

"63,194,166"
"67,788,036"
"57,771,097"
"57,152,056"
"58,796,106"
"49,888,922"
"46,090,431"
"57,110,614"
"65,738,289"
"60,582,014"
"51,692,561"
"48,571,528"
"59,751,922"
"53,085,408"
"61,792,198"
"60,020,664"
"55,726,958"
"54,204,168"
"55,651,394"
"54,143,972"
"57,908,976"
"61,243,028"
"79,789,796"
"60,564,151"
"57,649,305"
"61,041,148"
"57,246,818"
"60,365,955"
"61,063,396"
"75,345,801"
"62,946,320"
"68,196,315"
"66,220,180"
"63,702,266"
"65,489,830"
"58,753,850"
"58,860,696"
"60,709,318"
"65,089,614"

539
598
540
548
523
506
466
515
605
563
545
518
566
569
619
559
554
542
543
513
547
504
577
518
552
577
512
545
568
631
621
649
588
636
587
570
495
525
552

Exhibit C

